New fund in honor of Tracy Soska

With a small group of Pitt Social Work alumni and friends taking the lead, more than 40 donors raised more than $20,000 to create the Tracy M. Soska Endowed Fund in honor of retiring Clinical Associate Professor, COSA Chair, and Continuing Education Director, Tracy Soska. Learn how to give today!

Helpers, Healers, and Heroes now available online

The new book *Helpers, Healers, and Heroes*, a history of African Americans at the University of Pittsburgh School of Social Work is now available to read online.

Ohmer article included in new social work text

Associate Professor Mary Ohmer’s article, “Citizen Participation in Neighborhood Organizations and Its Relationship to Volunteers’ Self- and Collective Efficacy and Sense of Community,” previously published in Social Work Research, has been chosen for inclusion in an edited volume titled *Grand Challenges for Society: Evidence-Based Social Work Practice*. Order the book online.

Faculty study cited in Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

Assistant Professor James Huguley’s new *Just Discipline* report was cited in a recent Pittsburgh Post-Gazette article about inequality in the Pittsburgh region. Read the story online.

MSW alumnus co-authors book

MSW alumnus Matthew Bloom, a veteran of Iraq, social worker, and now police officer has co-authored the *Warrior’s Book of Virtues: A Field Manual for Living a Virtuous Life*, which is now available on Amazon.

Upcoming Events

None at this time.